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Why  Nano?

Manipulation of materials at atomic molecular
micro molecular scales differ from the properties of those
at larger scale. Application  of nanotechnology will be very
beneficial to individual and organisations, many of these
applications involve new materials which provide different
properties through functioning at the nanoscale, where new
phenomena are associated with the very large surface area
to volume ratios.

When the size of a particle is decreasing into the
nanometer range, the electric, optical and magnetic proper-
ties begin to change. This is due to the increased amount of
surface atoms when compared to the number of bulk atoms.
The decrease in size also increases the reactivity of the
materials. This means that the overall properties of the
particles will be more and more like that of the surface. the
properties of the nano materials depend mainly on the
surface and shape of the materials. Example : Opaque
substances can become transparent (Copper) stable
materials can turn combustible (Aluminium) Insoluble
materials become soluble(Gold)

The nanostructured materials are used in electric,
optoeletronics, food technology, nanomedizine and bionano
technology,. Nanotechnology products may  also offer novel
challenges for the reduction of environmental pollution.

P.Durgadevi
 I M.Sc Physics
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Some impact of Nanotechnology
1. Faster, Smaller and more powerful computers that
consume far less power with long lasting batteries.

2. Faster, more functional and more accurate medical
diagonostic equipment.

3. Nanoparticles can be used to deliver chemotherapy
drugs to cancer cells.

4. Nanofilters remove all the airbone particles from the
air for  improving gas mileage.

5. Nanoparticles in fabric can enhance stain resistance,
water resistance and flame resistance.

6. Many drink bottles are made from plastics
containing nanoclays, which increase resistance to
permeation by Oxygen, Carbon dioxide and moisture.

7. Nanosensors can be used to accurately identify
particular cells or substance in the body.

P. Bhavani Chent
M. Faritha Parveeen

 I B.Sc Mathematics
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Nano Science

Nanotechnology is applying Scientific knowledge to

make things on an incredibly small scale.

Nanoscience is the study of structures and materials on

an   ultra - small scale. The particle at nanoscale is known as

nano particles.

 Nanoscience is cross disciplinary. Scientists from a

range of fileds including Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Medi-

cine, Computing, Materials science and engineering are

studying Nanoscience and using it to better understand our

world.

 The field of  Nanotechnology is a combination of

information (Chemical formula), Software (Modeling tools)

and Hardware (Atomic Force Microscope)

 Nano Science leads to design, characterization,

Production and application of structures, devices and

systems by controlling shape and size on a nanometer scale.

S. Ganesh Kumar
S. Selva Ganesh

 I B.Sc Mathematics
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M.Jeya
C. Bagavathi Devi

II B.Sc Zoology
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II B.sc Zoology
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Nano Processor
Micro processor is so called

because this device comprises of transistors which are small
in size (micro - meter). The word micro is used in
electronics and in scince generally, to man One - millionth
or 10-6  It has also used to denote something very small like
a very small processor or microprocessor.

Demand for increased chip performance and energy
efficiency continues to rise, especially in the era of hybrid
cloud, Artificial Intelligence and Internet of Things.

Nanoprocessor powered numerous devices ranging
from interface boards and voltmeters to spectrum analyzer
and data capture terminals. The Nanoprocessor’s key
feature was its low cost and high speed.

The most advanced chip production tech being used
for consumer products today is TSMC’s 5-nm technology,
which is used for all iPhone12 processor chips. while
reducing power consumption by 25% to 30%

IBM recently unveiled a breakthrough in
semiconductor design and process with the development of
the world’s first chip announced with 2 nanometer (nm)
nanosheet  technology. Semiconductors play critical roles
in everything from computing, to  appliances, to
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communication devices, transportation
systems and critical infrastructure.

IBM’s new 2nm chip technology helps  advance the
state - of the - art in the semiconductor industry,
addressing this growing demand. It is projected to achieve
45 percent higher performance, or 75 percent lower
energy use, than today’s most advanced 7nm node chips.
The potential benefits of these  advanced 2nm chips could
include.

 Quadrupling cell phone battery life, only requiring users
to charge their devices every four days.

 Slashing the carbon footprint of data centers, which
account for one percent of global energy use. Changing all
of their servers to 2 nm - based processors could
potentially reduce that number significantly.

 Drastically speeding up a laptop’s function, ranging from
quicker processing in applications, to assisting in language
translation more easily, to faster internet access.

 Contributing to faster object detection and reaction time
in autonomous vehiles like self driving cars.

H.Venkatesh,
II B.Sc Computer Science
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Display Technology
Display technology has come a

long way since its introduction into the
elctronics scene. It plays a critical role in how information
is conveyed. The choice of technology greatly depends on
the intended application, whether it is home entertainment,
portable eletronics or industrial

The different types of display technologies are
Cathod Ray Tube (CRT)
Liquid Crystal Displays(LCD)
Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLED)
Digital Light Processing Technology
Plasma Displays
Field Emission Displays
Electronic Paper

Display technology is the most effective way to
communicate information. As reseachers continuously
create innovative ideas, display technologies are becoming
more sophisticated. Next generation displays will be lighter,
thinnerÖ  flexible, more adaptable, power efficient and
conform to the changing needs of society. Nano technology
plays vital role in the development of thin and flexible
display  technologies.

N. Muthulakshmi
I B.Sc Computer Science
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Uses of Nano materials in
Chemical Industry

The products of the chemical industry are used to
produce objects that vary enormously in their size from say
the iron girders for bridge building to silicon chips in
microprocessors.

Sports and leisure :
Sports and leisure applications always seem to be the

first to accept new technologies and nanotechnology has not
been an exception. Carbon nanotubes produce composites
with epoxyresins with a tensile strength 5 -10 times higher
than comparable carbon fibre reinforced materials.

Other application of Carbon nanotube reinforced
composites include tennis rockets, fishing rods and car body
panels used in racing cars for strength and lightness, thereby
enhancing performance.

Transport :
The Airbus A 380 uses about 20% composite

materials containing nanomaterials, saving fuel through
weight reduction. Increasing the miles per gallon for cars,
aircraft, ships and any form of transport is not only energy
saving but also reduces cost dramatically.

M.Sankari
I B.Sc Chemistry
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Uses of Nano materials in the
Medicinal field

Nanomaterials have been widely used in medicine and
pharmaceuticals because of their specific mechanical,
optical and electrical behaviour.

The wider research community have embraced this.
Meta - analysis of the both the one - dimesional and emerg-
ing two - dimensional nanomaterials have the potential to
mediate dramatic functional improvements.

The one -dimensional materials such as nanowires and
carlon nanotubes (CNTs) permit a substantial reduction in
turn on electric field, whilst two -dimensional materials, such
as graphene and the wider transition metal dichatchogenides,
that offer great value to developers. This features for a new
class of portable X -ray sources.

S. Thanaselvi
I B.Sc Chemistry
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Nano Technology

Application of nanomedicine
Nanometerials can be applied in nanomedicine for

medical purposes in three different areas
Diagnostic
Therapeutic
Regenerative medicine

Advantages
Drug delivery to the exact location
Lesser side effect, high efficacy
Molecular targeting by nano engineered devices
Diagnosis of disesases relatively easy to fast.
No surgery required

Disadvantages
No practical yet
High cost
implemetation difficulties
Nanotoxicity

Challenges posed by nanomedicine
Regulatary issues
Environmental issues
Social issues
Ethical issues
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Nanodiagnosis
Nanodiagnostics defined as the use of

nonotechnology for clinical diagnostic purposes (Jain,
1998) was developed to meet the demands of clinical diag-
nostics for increased sensitivity and earlier detection of
disease.

Role of Nano diagnosis
* The scanning and reverse transcription (RIPCR)

are used to diagnose COVID - 19.
* Nanotechnology also plays a role in diagnosing

COVID - 19.

Nanotherapy
Nanotherapy is the branch of nanotechnology

dealing with the application of the nanoparticles for
treating  various ailments of human and animals

Role of nanotherapy
* Nanotherapy for cancer
* Nanotherapy for hair
* Nanotherapy for skin

S. Palaniselvamathi
I B.Sc Zoology
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N. Sudali
 I B.Sc Zoology
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Genesis of  Nano Technology

Definition
The Prefix “nano” is referred to a Greek prefix

meaning “dwarf ” or something very small.
Nanotechnology is the study and application of

extremely small things.
One Nanometer = A billionth of a meter

= 10-9 of a meter
Examples

One Inch  = 25,400,000 nanometers
A sheet of newspaper is about 1,00,000nm thick.

Origin of  Nanotechnology
The concept - based discussion of nanotechnology

was started in 1959 by renowned Physicist Richard. in
his “There’s plenty of room at the bottom”. In it he
describes the possibilities of a set of substances that di-
rectly control and create atoms.

First Introduction of the term “Nano”
A Japanese Scientist, norio Taniguchi defined the

term nanotechnology first in 1974. K. Eric Drexler inde-
pendently used the term Nanotechnology in his book
“Engines of creation of Nanotechnology”. The coming
Era in 1986. China is very good in Nano Science.

M. Anushiya
P. Mariaamal

 II B.Sc Mathematics
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Nano - An unit of Measure

Centimeter (cm) -  one hundredth of a meter
Millimeter (mm) - one thousandth of a meter
Micrometer (m) - one millionth of a meter
Nanometer (nm) - one billionth of a meter

one nanometer is approximately 1000 times smaller
than human hair.

One inch - 25,40,000 nm
A single atom - 0.1 nm
A humab hair - 80,000  - 1,00,000 nm
A sheet of paper - 100,000 nm thick
A single gold atom - one third of a nano meter
A stand of human DNA - 2.5 nm a diameter

J. Aysha Sulthana
A. Sangavi

II B.Sc Maths
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Nano Technology in Communication
Engineering

Nanotechnology in communication systems provides
ability for manufactures to produce computer chips and
sensors that are considerably smaller, faster and more
energy efficient and cheaper to manufacture than their present
day -modules.
Applications of nanotechnology

Agriculture and food
Defense and security
Energy storage
Optical communication
Electronics
Biomedical
biotechnology
Cosmetics and paints

Nano communication and  Networks
Nano machines is mechanical machines size of

nanometer scale parts Bidirectional wireless
communications, radio frequency coordinated by nano
machines in nano scale antenas for high frequency.

The communication between nano scale machine is
also called molecular communication can be used to
interconnect multiple nano machines.  The coding techniques
can be considered to represent the information in  Nano
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networks called molecular encoding.
This molecular messages will present a
predefined external structure that will allow an easy
recognition at the receiver it will be inactive means that
molecular message will not be prone.

New technologies such as versatile 3D Nano com-
puter chip that firmly interconnects precise data process-
ing with the impact of minimizing information. The process
could be the way to an exceptionally significant steps in
execution, proficiency  and the capacity to rapidly handle
large amount of data.

 Nano sensors are any biological, chemical or
surgical sensory paints used to convert information about
nano particles to macroscopic world. It is used for various
medical purposes that works at nanoscale and nano robots.

Other examples are remote sensors molecular
communication based on pheromones encoding and so on.

S. Vignesh
I B.Sc Computer Science
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Nano Computer
Introduction

A Nanocomputer is  a computer whose physical
dimesion are Microscopic.Nanocomputer refers to a
computer smaller than the Microcomputer, which is smaller
than the Minicomputer. Microelectronic components that
are at the core of all modern electronic devices employ
semiconductor transistors. The term nanocomputer is
increasingly used to refer to general computing devices of
size comparable to  a credit card. Modern single - Board
computers such as the Raspberry Pi and Gumstix would fall
under this classification. Arguably, smartphones and tablets
would also be classified as nanocomputer. The field of nano
computing is part of the emerging field of nanotechnology
several types of nanocomputers have been suggested by
researchers and futurists. There are four types of
computers.
Types of Nanocomputers

Electronic nanocomputer
Chemical & bio chemical nanocomputer
Mechanical nanocomputer
Quantum nanocomputer

Electronic Nanocomputer
Electronic nanocomputers would operate in  a

manner similar to the way present  day microcomputers work.
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T he main difference is the physical scale.
Nanolithography is  a growing field of
 techniques within nanotechnology dealing
 with the engineering of nano meter -scale structures on
various materials.

Chemical & Bio- Chemical Nanocomputer
Chemical and Bio chemical computers would store

and process information in terms of chemical structures and
interactions. Bio chemical nanocomputers seems far off
becaue the   mechanism for animal brains are not properly
understood by humans. In general terms chemical computer
is one that   process information in terms of making and
breaking  chemical bonds and stored resulting information
in terms of chemical structure.

Mechanical Nanocomputer
Computers would be assembled by the mechanical

positioning of atoms or molecules at a  time. This process
is known as “mechanosysthesis”. Mechanical
nanocomputers would use tiny moving components called
nanogears to  encode informations.

Quantum nanocomputers
A Quantum nano computer would work by storing

data in the form of atomic quantum states or spin.
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Technology of this is already under
development in the form of single-electron
memory (SEM) and quantum dots.

                    An electron can easily fall to  a lower energy
state, emitting a photon striking an atom can cause one of
its electron to jump to a higher energy state.

Advantages of nanocomputer
High computing performance
Low power computing
Easily portable and flexible
Faster processing
Lighter and small computer devices
Noise immunity

Disadvantages of Nanocomputers
It is also pretty difficult to
manufacture
It is very expensive
These particle are very small, problem can actually

arise from the inhalation or these minute particles.

S. Ramaiah
II B.Sc Computer Science
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Properties of Nano Materials
Nanomaterials  have distinct

physical,  mechanical, thermal, chemical, electronic and
magnetic properties different from those of bulk materials.
Some of the important properties of materials in nanoscale
are discussed below.

Thermal Properties
Thermal properties will alter as the reduction in size

toward nanosize. the melting property of nanomaterials
decreases as the function of higher surface energy and change
in interatomic spacing.

Chemical properties
Ionization energy of nanocluster more than that

of bulk materials. Nano materials have an efficiency of
chemical reaction, the rate of chemical reaction vary high
radical atteration in chemical reactivity and selectivity due
to their large surface area to volume ratio.

Mechanical properties
Nanomaterials contain a large number of defects

during their fabrication, which influences the mechanical
properties. Some nanostructure have very distinct propertes,
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different from their bulk structure because
of their atomic strcutural arrangement and
may have different mechanical properties
like Carbon Nano Tubes (CNT), which acheived the higher
mechanical strength, elastic limit and flexibility.

Magnetic properties
Large surface to volume of nanomaterials leads to

different magnetic couplind with neighboring atoms results
in different magnetic property than that of bulk one.

Optical properties
Optical properties depend on the transition barrier

between valance band conduction band  for a  nano sized
materials. When the size of the material is reduced to
nanoscale, the band gap value increases.

N. Muthu Gomathi

I M.Sc Physics
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Nano Structure
Nano materials are material with different structers

in the range of nanometers (typically 1-100nm) nano
materials exhibit novel properties that are entirely different
from their bulk material counterparts. The properties of nano
always depend on the  size, shape and morphology of  the
nanostructures and hence they can be tuned. Therefore
nanostructure materials are getting great attention for their
potential to advance and improve currently existing devices
as well as to develop future ones.

Nano structures materials have become the main
attraction for material researchers for the last five decades
due to their contributions to different disciplines such as
environment electrons, photonics. medicine etc. various
kinds of nanomaterials have been developed and are currently
utilized in innumerable application.

The application of nanostructure materials provide a
pathway to reasearchers and scientists of nanoscience and
nanotechnology

R.Shelciya
I M.Sc Physics
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Application of Nanomaterials in
Chemistry

The rule of nanochemistry is much in
all fields especially in agriculture,  Nano vectors have
recently been extended in the field of agriculture Polymeric
nanocapsules (N Cs) are being synthesized to be used as
biocompatible vectors for del ivery of  bioactive compounds
to plants.

L ignin N Cs w ith gibberel l ic acid (GA ), assessing that
stable and reproducible nanoparticles could be obtained in  a
range of  the GA  content that  i s rel evant f or  del i very
purposes, That is 0.5 - 1.5 mg mL -1 plain and GA - loaded
NCs were characterized by dynamic light scattering and
scanning electron microscopy.

Green nano chemistry for safe environment
Bio - friendly synthesis of fluorescent monometallic

(Ag and Au) and bimetallic (Ag/Au alloy) nanoparticles
having pesticide sensing.

Aqeous methanol (Water : methanol 20 : 80)
extract of leaves (AMEL) of  Indian curry leaf plant was found
to be highly efficient in the rapid and controlled synthesis of
stable and fluorescent monometallic and bimetallic
nanoparticles. under sonochemical condition.

Bismuth tungstate (Bi2WO6) nano structures:
Low cost and easily made bismuth tungstate (Bi2WO6)

could be one of the key technologies to make chemicals and
fuels for biomass, atmospheric Co2 and water at low cost
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using solar radiation as an energy source.
 Its narrow band gap (2.8 ev) enables idea
visible light  ( > 400nm) absorption. It is used for the
synthesis of  value - added fine chemicals and fuel
production.

P.Sumathi
I B.Sc Chemistry

Disadvantages of Nano technology in humans
Particles on  a nanoscale can cause toxics effect in

human, they are so small they have potential to cross the
blood brain barriers which could mass poisoning or unwatted
neurological effects.
Some examples are

i. Nano particles may damage the lungs. We know that
ultra fine particles from diesel machine power plants and
incinerator can cause considerable damage to human lungs.

ii. Nanoparticles can get into the body through the
skin lungs and digestive system. This may help creak free
radicals which can cause cell damage to the DNA.

iii. the human body had developed a tolerance to most
naturally occuring element and molecules that it has contact
with

iv. Inhaled Carbon Nano tubes can suppress the
immune system by affecting the function of T cells, a type
of white blood cell that organises the immune system to fight
infection.

N. Dharshan Prasad
I M.Sc Physics
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R.Poomari
 I B.Sc Zoology
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Current Application of
Nanotechnology in Cosmetics

In October 2005, the first products Nano Repair 10 cream
containing lipid (fat) nanoparticles were introduced in the cosmetic
market. Nanotechnology is used in more number of consumer
products including face creams.

* Face creams spread so smooth on our skin, they transparent seen
and do not farm layers.

* Nano polymer capsules are base for face makeup.
S.SudalaiMani

A. Anantha Ram
 II B.Sc Mathematics

Nano materials
used in

cosmetic

Nanosomes
LiposomesNanocrystal

Solid
Lipid

nanoparticle

Nano gold

Nano silver

Nano CapsulesCubosomes

Sun Scream Zinc Oxide nanoparticles are used to
block ultra violet rays while
minimizing the white coating on the skin.

Lotions Ethosomes are used to promote hair
growth
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Nano Robots
Cancer is the most common disease

and leading cause of death and was
responsible for an estimated 9.6 million death in 2018.
Globally about 1 in 6 deaths is due to Cancer. Targeting
tumours using Nanorobots capable of being injected into
a delivering a drug directly in to cancerous cells. As many
chemotherapeutic drugs used today are both cytotoxic to
Bone marrow cells and the surrounding healthy tissue this
mode of drug delivery could ensure that only the cancer
cells are targeted by the drug.

The researchers also believe that these nanorobot
agents coud reduce the effectiveness dosage necessary,
thereby further reducing toxic side effects of cancer
therapies one of the most significant challenges in cancer
treatment  today is in the delivering of drugs into the low
oxygen area of the tumor, known as hypoxic zones. These
area are caused by increased consumption of oxygen by
rapidly dividing tumor cells and treatments like
radiotherapy are  ineffective against these hypoxic zones.
The nanorobots are able to enter a tumor and identify the
hypoxic zones. They then release their drug load
essentially destroying the tumor from the inside out. The
nanorobots are able to navigate using a chain of magnetic
nanoparticles which attracts them towards a magnetic field.
In addition an oxygen measuring sensor allows the nanotech
bacteria to seek out the tumor’s hypoxic zones and remain
there. S. Baby

 II B.Sc Zoology
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Miniaturization
Miniaturization is the trend to

manufacture even smaller mechanical, optical and electronic
products and devices. Examples include miniaturization of
mobile phones, computers and vehicle engine downsizing.

History
During the period referred to the second

Industrial Revolution, miniaturization was confined to two -
dimensional electronic circuits used for the manipulation
of information.

Development
Miniaturization became a trend in the last fifty years

and came to cover not just electronic but also mechanical
devices. By 2004, electronic companies were producing
silicon integrated circuit chips with switching MOS
transistors that had features size as small as 130 nanometers
and development was also underway for chips that are merely
few nanometers in size through the nanotechnology
initiative.

Third industrial revolution is based on economically
viable technologies that can shrink three dimensional
objects.

M. Soniya
I B.Sc Computer Science
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Various Structures in Nanomaterial

A Nano structure is defined as any
structure with one or more dimension measuring in the
nanometer scale range.

Confinement effects describe electrons in terms of
energy levels, potential wells, valence bands, conduction
bands and electron energy band gaps. the quatum
confinement effect is observed when the size of the particle
is too small to be comparable to the wavelength of the
electron.

2 -D structures (1-D confinement):
Thin films Planar quantum wells Super lattices

1-D structures (2 -D confinement)
Nanowires Quantum wires    Nanorods      Nanotubes
0-D structure (3- D confinement)
Nanoparticles Quantum dots
Dimensionality, confinement depends on structure

Multiwall Carbon nanotube        Silicon nanowire array

A. Ramalakshmi,
I B.Sc Computer Science






